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shift y between the transverse polarizati&ns of
the helium metastable state and of the excited
ionic state is measured as a function of the ap-
plied static field. Equation (13) is then used to
extract the lifetime T~ of the ionic state.

If the transverse polarization of the helium
metastable atoms were stationary, the predicted
effect would be the spin analog of the Hanle ef-
fect.v Thus, we can view the system described
here as the equivalent of the Hanle effect in a ref-
erence frame rotating at the precession frequen-
cy of the helium metastable atoms.

Although the analysis of systems not satisfying
the conditions imposed in this paper could be
more difficult, we expect that the general proper-
ties and, in particular, the transfer of electronic
polarization observed in the example would not
differ substantially from those obtained here.
Considering the example, we feel that Penning-
ionizing collisions will prove to be an important
tool in the area of ion spectroscopy.

APPenChx. —In carrying out the calculations, a
number of traces over products of spin and or-
bital angular momentum operators are encoun-
tered. It is convenient to use eigenstates of spin
and orbital angular momentum rather than total

angular momentum. In this case the pertinent
traces decompose into products of a trace over
spin states and a trace over orbital angular mo-
mentum states. The traces of particular interest
are

Tr, L,. =0, Tr, 1=2l+1,
T.r,L,.L,. = 3 6, , l (f + 1)(2l + 1),
Tr,L,LqL„= 6 ie„.~ l(l+ 1)(2l+ 1),

where l=-,' (L, =S,) for the spin states and L=L
for the orbital angular momentum states.
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By means of low-energy cross-section measurements on Hes-He~, we derive an inter-
atomic potential which has a minimum 3.4' deeper than that of He -He . We demonstrate
that the difference in the potentials is significant. The atomic-mass polarization effect
is proposed as a possible explanation for the different potentials.

Recently, the He4-He4 atomic interaction has
been determined very accurately by means of
scattering measurements. " It is now possible
to observe mass-dependent effects in the poten-
tial, which hitherto have not been included in
theoretical calculations and have not been pre-
dicted. Furthermore, the helium system is es-
pecially interesting because of the effects of quan-
tum statistics (He' is a boson with spin 0, and
He' is a fermion with spin 2). The cross section
as a function of velocity shows an undulation
structure due to the statistics, and the functional
dependence of the cross section versus velocity

is completely different for the two systems even
for identical interaction potentials. Figure 1
shows the theoretical total scattering cross sec-
tions Q(g) for He'-He' and He'-He' calculated
from potentials explained below, with application
of the proper particle statistics and mass.

In this Letter we present the results of mea-
surements of the system He'-He'. We have al-
ready reported measurements of the system He4-
He' (Ref. 1); a description of the apparatus and
the evaluation procedure will be found there.
Figure 2 shows a part of the He4-He4 measure-
ments along with the results of the measurements
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FIG. 1. Theoretical cross sections Q(g} versus rela-
tive velocity g, calculated for different helium isotopes
vrith two different potentials as shown. Curves S and C
are essentially identical for g &400 m/sec.

FIG. 2. Measured and calculated @~if(e&}as shown;
e& is the beam velocity. Scattering chamber tempera-
ture is 5.O K. The error bars for the He'-He' measure-
ments correspond to 1 standard deviation. The 1-stan-
dard-deviation errors for the He -He measurements
are smaller than the circles and are &O.sk.

for He -He . The He'-He and He -He' measure-
ments are relative measurements with errox s
given in Fig. 2. %e have, moreover, carried
out an additional absolute calibration, with lower
accuracy than the individual relative points, with
the result that each set of measured points may
be shifted as a whole by only +3.0~g. ' For reasons
discussed below, the He -He4 points shown in

Fig. 2 have been shifted —0.6%, and the He'-He'
points +2.5%. The solid lines in Fig. 2 are Q, s(v, )
as calculated by averaging Q(g) over the proper
velocity distributions of the beam and scattexing
gas. The Q(g) in turn is calculated from the
mI.J-D potential given in detail by the following
expression4':

MDD-2 fox' r & 2.15 A,
LJ(m„6) for 2.15 A ~r ~x„
LJ(m„6) for r, ~r « 6.3 A,
-(C,/r'+C, /r') for r ~ 6.3 A,

with a=0.888 meV, x =2.685 A, rn, =8.8, Rnd

m2=14. 5, and with

This potential i.s able to describe RII existing He4-
He' scattering measurements.

Figure 2 shows clearly the influence of the dif-
ferent particle statistics. The figure also shows
that the potential which has been deduced from
He'-He' measurements provides a poor fit to the
He -He data. However„when we enlarge e by
3.4% leaving the other parameters unchanged, we
Rrx'lve Rt, Rn excellent fit, to the He -He measure-
ments. Q, f&(v, ) calculated from this potential,
ffEI J-D, 3.4, ls shown by the dRshed line ln Flg.
2. Although 3.4% in e is a rather small change in
the potential, it is a significant difference in this
case because these measurements are very sen-
sitive with regard to changes of one of the param-
eters of the potential function. A look at Fig. 2

should give one an idea of the significance of the
change in e. Table I summarizes the situation
with the use of y' sums. ' As seen in the table,
the X sum for the He -He' measurements, using
the He -He best-fit potential, has a value. which
has a statistical probability of less than 0.003.,
and the He -He measurements, using the He~-He~

potenhal, also have a }( sum associated with a
probability of Iess than 0.001, Furthermore, for
both sets of measurements there is a range of
~ values, centered on the e values given in TaMe
I, which give y„sums associated with allowable
statistical probabilities, but these ranges do not
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TABLE I. e values, X sums, and probabilities for the two sets of measure-
ments with the two potentials given in the text.

Potential (me V)
X sum

He -He He -He

Statistical probability
from g table

He4-He 4 He~-He

m LJ-D
m LJ-D, 8.4

0.888
0.918

28.4
105

350
19.6

0.5
« 0.001

« 0,001
0.5

overlap. Figure 3 shows the bands of He4-He4

and He'-He' potentials produced by ~ values which
give y' sums whose associated probabilities are
&0.01. The best-fit potential for each set of mea-
surements is shown in the middle of each band.
With high statistical significance the bands do not
overlap.

We have made a thorough study of the potentials
which fit our He4-He' measurements, ' in that we
have investigated the effects of variations of all
of the parameters (e, r„and the exponents of
the LJ expression) and found a family of poten-
tials which fit our measurements. The ranges of
the parameters are given by the following: 0.786
&c &0.926 meV, 2.59 &r, &2.72 A, 16.6&m, &6.S,.
and 10.2 & m, &17.0. (The choice of one of these
parameters determines the other three. ) How-

ever, each potential which fits our He'-He mea-

l I I l

meY A mLJ-D (He -He )
4 4

8 mLJ -(},3A(tie — He }
with OXIDE probability

V()
limits

—
D.75-

surements fails to fit the He'-He' measurements,
while an enlargement of ~ by a factor between
1.03 and 1.04, depending on the potential, pro-
vides an excellent fit in each case. ' Although we
are naturally not able to give a mathematical
proof that no single potential can exist which
simultaneously fits both sets of measurements,
we conclude that the interaction potentials for the
two helium systems are different and He'-He'
has a (3.5+0.5)9o stronger interaction than He'-
He'.

Due to the lack of theoretical calculations on
the subject, an explanation of the different poten-
tials is difficult to offer. A possibility, however,
would be the so-called mass polarization effect. '
This is the largest mass-dependent term in the
atomic interaction and has been neglected in
ab initio calculations. ' The mass polarization
term has been calculated for H-H and D-D sys-
tems. '0 Using these calculated values, a crude
estimate shows that the He'-He' potential could
be as much as 5'%%uo stronger than the He -He po-
tential. Exact calculations of the mass polariza-
tion term are unfortunately not available.

We would like to thank W. aufm Kampe for his
extensive help with the measurements and data
analysis, and R. Gengenbach for the computer
program with which the entire data analysis was
carried out.
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FIG. 3. Region of the potential minimum. This shows
the effects of & variations. Other parameters are held
constant. Potentials in the bands correspond to g sums
associated with statistical probabilities &0.01. The po-
tentials which provide the best fit to the measurements
are shown by the heavy lines in the middle of each band.
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~In Ref. 1 these He4-He4 measurements were reported
as relative measurements. The absolute calibration
was made for the Hes-Hea measurements, and thus the
He -He measurements are now also fixed in absolute
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where Q~tt (&~i) are the measured points, AQ, tt(v&&) are
the errors of the measured points, and Qett'"(g&;) are
the calculated values.

We observed that each potential which gives a good
fit to the He -He4 measurements led, within 0,5%, to
the same absolute cross section, which was well within
the constraints on the absolute values of the measure-

ments but not in the middle of the region. We have
found it impossible to change the potential in such a
manner that the calculated cross-section curve can be
shifted to lie in the middle of the region of uncertainty
and preserve the relative shape. Consequently, the
measured points shown in Fig. 2 are shifted by the
amount stated in the text to fit the theoretical curves.
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Observation of Resonance Raman Scattering below the Dissociation Limit in I, Vapor*
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Inelastic photon scattering from I2 vapor was observed to change from resonance Ra-
man scattering to resonance fluorescence as a single-mode argon laser was tuned

0

through the 5145-A gain profile. 3 orders of magnitude enhancement in the Stokes and
the first-overtone intensities were measured in going from resonance Baman scattering
to resonance fluorescence. The intensity distribution of the first 47 overtones is shown
for the laser frequency coincident with the 49 0 &(12) and 42 —0 A(14) transitions of
B Dp„+ X Z g+. The resonance Baman cross section of I, compared with N& was found
to be 2.6&10 .

The fortunate coincidence of the 5145-A argon-
laser emission with several optical transitions Qf

I, vapor' [43- 0 P(12) and 43 - 0 R(14) of B'll „'
-X'Z, &+] has stimulated investigations in the res-
onance fluorescence (RF) by using single-mode
laser excitation, tunable over the 5145-A Doppler
gain profile. " Studies of RF of I, vapor have al-
so been carried out by using multimode lasers"'
that have photon energies below the I, dissociation
limit. However, resonance Raman scattering
(RRS) from I, has been observed' ' only when the
laser photon energies are above the I, dissocia-
tion limit. Excitation into the absorption continu-
um complicates RRS theories, 9 "as one needs to
include both discrete and continuum states. In
this Letter, we report the first observation of
RRS in a gas below its dissociation limit.

Inelastic photon scattering from I, vapor was
observed to change from RRS to RF as the single-
mode argon-laser frequency was tuned through
the 5145-A gain profile. Associated with this
change from RRS to RF, the scattered intensity

of the Stokes line and the first overtone was en-
hanced by 3 orders of magnitude. The cross sec-
tion of I, in the resonance Raman case is found to
be over 6 orders of magnitude larger than the Ra-
man cross section of N, gas. Also associated
with the transition from RRS to RF, the spectrum
of the scattered radiation was observed to be
markedly different.

The transitions' from ordinary Raman scatter-
ing (ORS) to RRS, then to RF, and fina. lly back to
RRS when the incident photon energy is above the
continuum limit, are of basic theoretical interest
in solids, " liquids, "and gases, as well as of
practical significance in the possible use of laser
backscattering for remote monitoring of air pol-
lutants. " Since a significant amount of I, vapor
is liberated by marine organisms to the atmo-
sphere at the ocean surface, the presence of I,
vapor can potentially be used as an indicator of
marine bioproductivity. " Recently I, vapor has
been used as a resonance filter for Raman scat-
tering experiments" and has been proposed as a
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